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ABSTRACT
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Advanced image processing and post-processing in Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) are considered. Synthetic (with
exact solutions) and real images (tip vortices downstream the wing of an aircraft model) have been used to verify the
quality of the proposed procedures. In image processing, the attention has been focussed onto the enhancement of the
number of tracer particles detected in two successive image pairs and of the spatial resolution of the method. To do this,
full image and sub-window deformations (using weight functions) have been considered and compared also in terms of
computer time. The results (as those given in figure 1 for the tip vortex) indicate that full image deformation would give
benefits in terms of exactness of the solution while asking for a quite large computer time. On the other hand, subwindow weight function deformation would give results of a similar quality with much less computer time.
Concerning image post-processing, the interest has been given to erroneous vector (outlier) detection and replacement;
several procedures have been tested and compared: median filter (8 neighbours), multi-evaluation on 12 neighbours as
in Lecuona et al. (2002), inverse distance 24 neighbours and iterative 25 point D-filter as in Nogueira et al. (1997). The
procedure used to involve all the nodes of the grid has been also investigated. The tests on synthetic and real images,
confirmed that an outlier detection scheme based on the twelve point algorithm developed by Lecuona et al. (2002),
combined with an horizontal and vertical spreading procedure all over the field (at least four points for validation as
here proposed) and with the iterative outlier replacement scheme based on the 25 point D-filter (Nogueira et al., 1997)
gives the best solution and is suitable to many different image conditions.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between results on vorticity obtained without any window deformation (on the left) and with subwindow weight function deformation (on the right) on the tip vortex downstream an aircraft wing (same vorticity
scale); 64×64 pixel interrogation window.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in Image Acquisition components of a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system (i.e. high-speed
cameras, powerful continuous and pulsed Lasers, small distortion optical components) demand for similar advances in
Image Processing algorithms and performances (Werely and Meinhart, 2000; Hart, 2000). Many different commercial
and “home-made” software have been recently developed and some of these have been compared in International
Challenges on PIV (Gottingen 2001, Busan 2003). In particular, the implementation of algorithms with window or fullimage deformation seems to give strong improvements in comparison to standard algorithms. This is especially true in
terms of the determination of correct velocity gradients i.e. for the evaluation of vorticity and strain tensors.
Nonetheless, there is still some work to be done to obtain the best compromise between efficiency and speed of a PIV
software; this is a crucial point for extensive application of PIV to large and expensive facilities where it could be
important to have the information on the velocity field almost in real time.
In parallel, there is an increasing demand for advanced algorithms performing automatic and efficient spurious vectors
(‘outliers’) detection and replacement (Image Post-processing). Combined with similarly efficient Image Pre-processing
algorithms (as for example background noise and reflection removal), this advance would give benefits not only for
large scale vortex investigations but even for intermediate-small scale PIV measurements which are very sensitive to
fluctuations due to outliers. These two aspects could allow use of PIV measurements for both large-scale turbulence
investigations in industrial facilities and fundamental analysis of small-scale turbulence (related for example to
turbulence modelling in numerical codes).
Regarding Image Processing, following previous investigations on the argument (Nogueira et al., 2002), the interest is
focussed onto the possibility of iterative sub-window deformation after application of a weight function (Di Florio et
al., 2002). This weighting procedure can speed-up the sub-window deformation by simple re-orienteering and
expanding (or contracting) the axis of the projection of the weight function on the image plane. This is done on the base
of the local velocity gradient field, while in Di Florio et al. (2002) it was dependent on the local velocity field (this
could lead to erroneous window deformation in case of large velocity gradients, although in the paper the attention was
focused on increasing the spatial resolution of the method rather than on improving the deformation procedure). Indeed,
another result of window weighting and deformation is to improve the spatial resolution of the measure. The objective
for developing such a procedure is to obtain results comparable to those obtained using a full image deformation
(Nogueira et al., 1999) with a much smaller computer time.
For Image Post-processing, the original detection and replacement of outliers using the median value between
neighbours demonstrated high speed capabilities but a rather poor efficiency in presence of regions with a large number
of outliers (large means higher than 1 or 2 over 8 neighbours). This poor efficiency depends on the non-iterative
character of the procedure which doesn’t allow to fully separate outliers from “correct” values during detection and on
the distinction between the detection and replacement procedures. Therefore, advanced procedures have been
developed; here the attention is focused on modifications of a multi-pass outliers detection procedure and a successive
iterative replacement (Lecuona et al., 2002). The proposed modifications aim to maximise the number of already
validated vectors in the detection procedure leading to an improved efficiency for outliers detection and replacement. As
usual, the detection and replacement algorithm is repeated recursively within the iterative window offset procedure (in
this sense, the term Post-processing in inappropriate due to the fact that the algorithm operatively works within the
Image Processing phase, so that the two are now closely related).
As usual, the proposed Image Processing and Post-processing procedures should be tested both on synthetic and
effective flow images; the former allow the comparison with known solutions, while the second reproduce the typical
image quality available in real measurements. The synthetic images are downloaded from the Web site of the Japan
Society of Flow Visualisation together with the exact solution; they represent a shear flow at different velocities and
different seeding size and densities. Most of the tests were performed with displacements between 15 pixels and 40
pixels; although these are quite large, it has been observed that the performances of the different algorithms are severely
discriminated in such conditions. The effective flow images were acquired in the near wake of the wing of an aircraft
model in the region where one of the tip-vortex develops; the model was towed in a large water basin seeded with
particles. Comparisons have been performed between algorithms containing the proposed advanced procedures and
those without them. In session 2, the proposed procedures are explained in detail, in section 3 results and comparisons
for the synthetic and effective images are presented and in section 4 conclusions are summarised.
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2. ADVANCED IMAGE PROCESSING AND POST-PROCESSING

2.1 Image Processing: Weight Function Deformation
This weight function deformation implies at first the selection of a possible weight function which multiplies the
intensity in each sub-window. The requirements for such a weight function are to decrease as much as possible intensity
steps at the boundaries of the window (to avoid high wave-number noise due to leakage when performing Fourier
Transform) while preserving intensity at the centre. Several functions have been tested in terms of signal to noise ratio
(SNR): Hanning, modified Blackman (the modification consists in flattening the centre part of the weight function
without discontinuities in derivatives) and Gaussian together with the one proposed by Nogueira et al. (2002) to
improve their own algorithm. The SNR was evaluated for both small and large displacements (correlation peak
respectively close and far from the origin); in figure 2, a 32×32 sub-window derived from synthetic images of a shear
flow from the Visualization Society of Japan is shown with application of the different weight functions. In all cases, the
intensity reduction along the contours is evident; on the other hand, there are clear differences on the way the intensity
changes moving away from the centre. There is a net decrease for the Hanning and Nogueira et al. functions, while the
decrease is slower for the other two. This effects the derived values of SNR; the first two allow to obtain SNR smaller
than that derived from the case without weight function (about 30% for small displacements and 3% for large
displacements), while the modified Blackman gives a slight improvement (about 7% for small and 3% for large
displacements) and the Gaussian a distinct improvement (about 16% for small and 13% for large displacements). Thus,
to multiply sub-window intensities at each step by a factor between 0 and 1, the Gaussian weight function has been
selected

w(i, j ) = e
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where A is related to the value of the function at the contour of the sub-window (with size N × N, i and j are changing
between 1 and N) and σx , σy are the standard deviations of the weight function along directions x and y. From previous
works (Di Florio et al., 2002), the optimal values (at the beginning of the iterative process) for the parameters are σx =
σy = N/4 and A = 0.4.
The second pass is to deform the projection of the weight function on the (x,y) plane following the local velocity
gradient field; for the Gaussian curve, such a projection is a circle and the main axes are initially equal (σx = σy) and
oriented along x and y. At each iteration of the sub-window offset procedure, this circle is deformed into an ellipse and
the new weight function is applied to the second PIV image before performing cross-correlation. While the deformation
in Di Florio et al. (2002) derives from the measured velocity vector at previous iteration, in the present paper, the
deformation takes place following the indications from neighbours. In figure 3, the deformation procedure is pointed
out; at first the four neighbour vectors A,B,C,D are used to evaluate the directions of the main axes of the deformed
Gaussian projection (not necessarily orthogonal in the new (X’, Y’) system). As second step, the new standard deviations
of the deformed weight function projection are computed as

σX ' =

CD
2

σY ' =

AB
.
2

(2)

To account for 3D motion, the area of the projection is not preserved in this procedure; the deformation is limited by the
size of the sub-window. A comparison between the former deformation procedure (Di Florio et al., 2002) and the
present one is given in figure 4 for the hypothetical case of a vortex flow field. While in the case of deformation based
on the velocity vector field, the deformed window doesn’t follow correctly the flow motion, this is the case for
deformation based on the velocity gradient field.
Lastly, the first sub-window is multiplied by the non-deformed weight function, while the second (offset) sub-window is
multiplied by the deformed weight function; then, the two are cross-correlated to derive the displacement which is
assigned at the centre of the window. The results from the proposed deformation procedure are compared with those
obtained from a full image deformation (Nogueira et al., 1999). From the point of view of speed, the proposed technique
takes about 10-20% more computer time than the non deformed procedure (the full image deformation takes at least 10
times more (Rodriguez et al., 2001).
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Fig. 2. Sub-window (32x32) intensity image for the synthetic shear flow without weight function (a) and with weight
function: Hanning (b), modified Blackman (c), proposal by Nogueira et al. (2002) (d) and Gaussian (e).
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Fig. 3. Gaussian weight function deformation. In (a) the projection (circle) is deformed according to the four neighbour
vectors; in (b) the projection of the new weight function and axes are shown.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the deformed weight function developed by Di Florio et al (2002) (on the left) and the
present one (on the right) in the case of a vortex flow field.
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2.2 Image Post-processing: Outlier Detection and Replacement
The outlier detection and replacement phases are separated into two steps. The identification of outliers is performed
following the indications by Lecuona et al. (2002) i.e. using a twelve point algorithm with five independent estimations
of the correct measured velocities as indicated by the red arrows in figure 5 (the procedure must start from a group of
already validated velocity vectors). The difference with the former algorithm resides in the way it spreads all over the
field once an already validated group of vectors has been identified. Instead of simply moving along rows or columns
(horizontal or vertical spreading) as reported in figure 6 (which means to use at least three already identified vectors),
the proposed is to move alternatively along rows and columns (combined horizontal and vertical spreading) as indicated
in figure 7 (which means to use at least four already identified vectors). So far, erroneous identifications are reduced.
The outliers replacement procedure is performed as indicated in Nogueira et al. (1997) i.e. using a recursive filter on 25
neighbours (called D-filter in the paper). The combination of a horizontal and vertical outliers detection with a D-filter
replacement demonstrated superior capabilities in all tested flow fields in comparison to other procedures (median filter,
inverse distance 24 point replacement as in Nogueira et al., 1997). The computer time is about twice in comparison to
the median filter detection and replacement, due to the iterative nature of the tested procedure.

Vector to be validated
Vector to be used for validation
Fig. 5. Neighbours used by Lecuona et al. (2002) for outlier detection; X indicates the tested point in the grid and
indicates the already validated velocity vectors.
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Fig. 6. Outlier detection scheme with horizontal or vertical spreading;
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Fig. 7. Outlier detection scheme with combined horizontal and vertical spreading;
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Fig. 8. Typical synthetic images downloaded from the Web site of the Visualization Society of Japan; differences in
particle size and density.
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2.3 Synthetic and Real Images
Synthetic images for tests have been downloaded from the web site of the Visualization Society of Japan
(http://vsj.or.jp/piv) (Okamoto et al. , 2000). They refer to a shear flow (with exact solution) with different parameters;
in figure 8 examples of such images are given with variable seeding density and size.
Real images have been acquired in the near wake of an aircraft model in water; typical images are given in figure 9
(image resolution 1280×1024 pixel); as usual, intensity levels in each image and between the two are very different.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At first, synthetic images (as in figure 8) analysed with deformed weight functions are considered. In figure 10, the
comparison between the algorithms with and without sub-window weight deformation and the one with full image
deformation is given for the small density and small particle size case (mean displacement equal to 15 px, 32×32 px
interrogation window). The solutions seem similar; red colour is used to emphasise regions in which the difference from
the exact solution is larger than 3%. The use of sub-window deformation, and more for full image deformation, strongly
reduces the errors. To be more quantitative, the root mean square difference between the exact value (uie) and the
measured one (uia) is evaluated over the whole grid (N points) for each velocity component (u or v) according to

εu ,v =

1
N

N

∑ (u
i =1

i

a

− ui e ) 2 .

(3)

Without any deformation, εu = 0.37 px and εv = 0.30 px , using sub-window deformation εu = 0.16 px and εv = 0.14 px
(reduction of more than 50%) and using full image deformation εu = 0.09 px and εv = 0.08 px (reduction in
comparison to the case without deformation equal to more than 70%). Thus, although a full image deformation still
offers slight advantages in comparison to a partial sub-window deformation, the use of the latter strongly improves
results obtained without any deformation with the advantage of much less computer time than full image deformation.
Differences are similar in the case of large displacements (up to 45 pixels).

Fig. 9. Image pair (at the bottom) from the wake of an aircraft model (at the top, the dark area at the bottom of the
right wing indicates the acquisition area).
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Fig. 10. Velocity vector fields obtained without weight function (at the top left), with deformed weight function (at the
top right) and using full image deformation (at the bottom); synthetic images with intermediate displacements
(15 pixels). In red the vectors which are far from the exact solution (difference larger than 3%).

As second step to investigate the effect of a deformed weight function, real images (as those given in figure 9) are
considered. In figure 1, at the beginning of the paper, the comparison between the results in terms of vorticity fields
obtained without any deformation and with weighted sub-window deformation is shown. Using image window
deformation, the vorticity peak at the centre of the tip vortex is much better pointed out; note that the interrogation
window size (64×64) is quite large leading to a particular difficulty in emphasising the isolated vorticity peak. In
particular, the peak vorticity determined without any weight function deformation is ωmin = –60.7 s-1, while the one
obtained with weight function deformation is ωmin = –73.3 s-1 with an absolute increase of about 20%; for comparison
the peak vorticity obtained with full image deformation is close to ωmin = –75 s-1. This indicates that, in this case, the
difference between the use of a full image deformation or a sub-window weight function deformation is less than 3%. In
figure 11, details of primary and secondary tip vortices are given without and with weight function deformation; the
differences in pointing out the large values of vorticity in case of sub-window deformation are clearly visible.
Synthetic images have been also used to investigate the effect of the proposed outlier detection and replacement
procedure. In figure 12, several vector fields are compared between them for large displacement images (which
constitutes a severe test for the algorithms). The first vector field (figure 12a) refers to the case without any detection
and replacement procedure; a lot of erroneous vectors are noticed (the root mean square differences defined in (3) are
very large i.e. εu = 18.91 px and εv = 15.80 px). In the case of a median value used to detect and replace outliers
(figure 12b), the number of erroneous vectors is only slightly reduced (εu = 9.56 px and εv = 10.12 px).

9

Fig. 11. Detail of primary (on the left) and secondary tip vortex (on the right) in the wake of an aircraft wing; at the
top velocity vectors and vorticity obtained without any deformation and at the bottom results obtained with
sub-window weight function deformation. Same vorticity scale.

In figures 12c and 12d the twelve point detection and replacement algorithm developed by Lecuona et al. (2002) (figure
5) with at least three validated vectors (horizontal or vertical spreading as reported in section 2.2, figure 6) and with at
least four validated vectors (horizontal and vertical spreading as reported in 2.2, figure 7) are compared. Except for a
region at the left hand side of the image (which is much larger for the former procedure), the number of erroneous
vectors is strongly reduced in comparison to the results obtained using the median value. The root mean square
differences in comparison to the exact solution (considering validated vectors only) are for figure 12c (three validated
vectors), εu = 2.39 px and εv = 1.95 px, while for figure 12d (four validated vectors), εu = 2.57 px and εv = 2.50 px.
Although there is a slight increase in the validated vector error in comparison to the exact solution, the four validated
vector procedure, described in figure 7, allows to strongly reduce the number of non validated vectors (reduced region at
the left hand side of figure 12). Lastly, the results of outlier replacement obtained using an inverse distance 24 point
algorithm and the D-filter (25 points) iterative algorithm as in Nogueira et al. (1997) are given in figures 12e and 12f
(the outlier detection is performed by means of the twelve point algorithm of Lecuona et al., 2002, with at least four
validated vectors) . In these cases, the reduction in the root mean square errors in comparison to the previous procedures
is not evident (εu = 2.49 px and εv = 2.71 px for the former, and εu = 2.67 px and εv = 2.75 px for the latter); on the
other hand, the goodness of these two last procedures is confirmed by the reduction to zero of the extension of the
region in which validated vectors are not present (almost full field validation and replacement in figures 12e and 12f).
The described tests on synthetic images as well as equivalent tests on real images, confirmed that an outlier detection
scheme based on the twelve point algorithm developed by Lecuona et al. (2002), combined with an horizontal and
vertical spreading procedure all over the field (at least four points for validation as here proposed) and with the iterative
outlier replacement scheme based on the 25 point D-filter (Nogueira et al., 1997) gives the best solution and is suitable
to many different image conditions.
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Fig. 12. Velocity vector fields obtained without outlier detection and replacement (a), using median value (b), using a
12 point algorithm as in Lecuona et al. (2002) with at least 3 validated vectors (c), using a 12 point
algorithm as in Lecuona et al. (2002) with at least 4 validated vectors (d), using an inverse distance 24 point
algorithm (e) and using the D-filter iterative algorithm as in Nogueira et al. (1997) (f). Large displacement
case (45 px) with 32×32 px interrogation window. In blue validated vectors, in green replaced vectors
(before the last iteration) and in red replaced vectors (at the last iteration) are indicated.
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4. SUMMARY
Advanced image processing and post-processing for Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis are considered (the
distinction between processing and post-processing should be retained as indicative due to the fact the post-processing is
properly performed during iterations used for PIV image processing). In image processing, the attention has been
focussed onto the enhancement of the number of tracer particles detected in two successive image pairs and of the
spatial resolution of the method. To do this, full image and sub-window deformations (using weight functions) have
been considered and compared with the following results:
-

computer time for simple sub-window weight function deformation is only 20-30% larger than without any
deformation;
computer time for full image deformation is at least 10 times larger than without any deformation (Rodriguez et al.,
2001);
typical errors (using synthetic images and exact solutions) for the sub-window weight function deformation are
reduced of about 50% in comparison to those obtained without any deformation;
typical errors for the full image deformation are reduced of about 70% in comparison to those obtained without any
deformation;
peak vorticity in real images is captured almost equally by a full image or a sub-window deformations.

Therefore, it seems that full image deformation would give benefits in terms of exactness of the solution while asking for
a quite large computer time. Sub-window weight function deformation would give results of a similar quality with much
less computer time.
Concerning image post-processing, the interest has been given to erroneous vector (outlier) detection and replacement;
several procedures have been tested and compared, leading to the following points to lower the outlier number:
-

outlier detection must be performed using algorithms involving more than 8 neighbours (12, in the case of the
algorithm by Lecuona et al., 2002);
a procedure using several independent evaluations for outlier detection is preferable (5, for Lecuona et al., 2002);
it is important to maximise the number of already validated vectors when moving from a point of the grid towards
the others (as the proposed horizontal and vertical spreading procedure);
outlier replacement must involve neighbours recursively (25, in the case of the algorithm by Nogueira et al., 1997).
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